
 

 

SELLAFIRTH UP-HELLY-A’ 

BILL, 1957 

 

 

 The Guizer Jarl hereby declares that Guizers will report 

to the crossroads to receive torches at times instructed.  Start 

at 7 p.m. Route as intimated. 

 

 Certain PANTHERS caught devouring any more 

LAMBS on Yell public highways will be severely reprimanded 

and reported to a SUB-POSTMASTER. 

 

 Motorists must be careful to take all CORNERS (not to 

the FIELDS) otherwise they will be reported to THOMPSONs 

garage. 

 

 Stray RAMs found on our PASTUREs will be dipped in 

BLUEMULL SOUND and severely dusted with JOHNSTON’s 

baby powder. 

 

 Guizers in our midst getting their CLOTHES destroyed 

by TAR need not expect any MOAR dirty money. 

 

  Johnnie Walker is old but clever on his feet, 

  But poor Mr Haggis by him got beat, 

  He missed his step and lay too low, 

  And by doing this he received a blow, 

  I’m O.K. he said with a grin, 

  I’ll get my pal Robbie and we’ll do him in. 

 

 Weather forecast north gales force FOUR all shipping lie 

low.  Further outlook poor.  Bright periods and high tides 

expected later.  Local news of interest to PASSENGERs.  



 

 

Latest means of completing travel to this isle is by horse BOX 

and CRANE. 

 

 When winter comes to Gutcher some folk will no feel 

cauld cuddled up in a LARGE flannelette nightie and a hot 

drink of blaund. 

 

 Xmas time in the HILLS brings sleep to the few.  The 

Guizers called with more than brew but all that they heard 

was the SNORES of the FEW. 

 

 Strange fish seen SOMERSAULTING in Bastavoe.  

Anglers advised to use a FOUR-WHEEL DRIVE reel. 

 

 Now this is just the guizer’s fun, and by it ill is meant to 

none.  If we do anything that’s queer, you can put us in the bill 

another year. 

 Any defacers of this bill will be infected with both types of 

measles and turned loose along the route to keep the ball 

rolling. 

 

By order and under the seal of the Guizer Jarl. 
 

P. J. Spence 
 

We axe for what we want. 


